SUMMARY

1. Media coverage of the Brighton bombing and its aftermath has been extensive throughout the United States with constant coverage over the weekend on radio and TV. Newspapers were filled with every detail of the horror, emphasising the courage of the injured and the fortitude, compassion and defiance of the Prime Minister.

2. Editorial comment has contained widespread and downright condemnation of the IRA, and its United States supporters and apologists. The message that the bombing was an attack on democracy came across clearly. Most editorials also reflected hopes that the forthcoming meeting with Dr Fitzgerald might bear fruit.

DETAILS

3. The New York Times said that outside the slums of Northern Ireland the IRA spoke only for itself, and cited recent polls to demonstrate its rejection by the people of Ireland. The editorial said quote small wonder the IRA has turned overseas for support it cannot find in Dublin, playing on the gullibility of a small minority among the 40 million Americans of Irish descent. The next time the hat is passed, those tempted to contribute should ask how they would feel if money were raised in another country to finance an attempt to assassinate the President of the United States. Unquote it spoke of the IRA's aims being to destroy democracy, and of its use of bombs to disguise its lack of real support. The Times saw the real target of Brighton being Mrs Thatcher just a month before she could meet Dr Fitzgerald to discuss quote new ideas for giving more rights to 500,000 Catholics in Northern Ireland, ideas previously opposed by hard-liners among a million Protestants, the Catholics historic oppressors, Protestant zealotry and violence finds its match in the IRA's determination to wreck any democratic initiatives that fall short of imposing a United Irish Socialist Republic. Unquote.

4. The New York Daily News also underlined that the large majority of Irish people living in Ireland repudiate and detest the IRA, saying quote it's absurd and undemocratic that peoples whose ancestors left Ireland years ago claim to know better than people who live in Dublin or Belfast how the differences between North and South should be resolved... The gunmen have put back Irish reunification by at least a generation. Unquote the bombing was an attempt to sabotage dialogue between London and Dublin started by the New Ireland Forum. The editorial talked of IRA terrorism being counterproductive for years, asserting that the IRA cannot make a million people change their minds by murdering a few of them, nor could they change policy by bombing the government. It said quote it has become pathological, murder for the sake of murder, to prove they are still capable of it. Unquote.
5. The New York Post said the bombing was an effort to destroy lawful government and declared that terrorists would never win. So long as free people refused to quote submit to their blood-stained blackmail the terrorists will always be rendered impotent. Unquote. The state ledger of New Jersey said the bombing would underscore the futility of IRA designs to destroy democracy in Northern Ireland because it lacks the broad-based support to legitimise its objective of a United Ireland. Unquote. There was now more need than ever for Mrs. Thatcher to go ahead with plans to meet Dr. Fitzgerald soon to discuss new initiatives to extend more rights to the North's Catholics.

6. The Washington Post recalled past IRA atrocities, including the murders of Airey Neave and Lord Mountbatten, saying that Americans share heavily in the responsibility for them through their fund-raising. It concluded quote Americans of conscience must reject this violence and reject association with the killers whose cowardly acts of murder and mayhem are despised on both sides of the Atlantic. Unquote. The Washington Times called the killings the work of the IRA quote a gangster group that finds murder and mutilation easier than winning people's minds. Unquote. The Baltimore Sun quoted at length from Dr. Fitzgerald's statement attacking the IRA, and expressed the confident hope that these events would not disrupt the Prime Minister's meeting with Dr. Fitzgerald, nor here readiness to back a new initiative.

7. The Christian Science Monitor said the bombing must not prevent useful dialogue over the future of Northern Ireland. It illustrated the importance of removing the causes for dissenion in Northern Ireland upon which violence can feed. The Monitor saw merit in the forum report, while accepting the difficulties facing HMG in moving forward without under-cutting the quote position and legitimate concerns of the Ulster Loyalists. Unquote.

8. The Boston Globe fell short of condemning the bombing calling it a quote grim development in British life. Unquote. It referred to the fanatics of the IRA but insisted that something more was needed than quiet courage and good police work. There had to be a new framework for political life in Northern Ireland; it pointed to the forum report as being the guide for both British and Irish governments.

9. The Long Island Newspaper Newday said the cause of Irish unity was not advanced by the deed - all it did was to illustrate the IRA's immense potential for harm. The bombing was a calculated frontal attack on democratic government, and an attempt to counter recent signs in London and Dublin of a new eagerness for a peaceful solution.
10. For the Philadelphia Inquirer the reason for the timing of the IRA's most spectacularly barbarous act of terrorism was the proximity of the meeting between Mrs Thatcher and Dr FitzGerald when there will be a historic opportunity for Ireland and Britain to get to the heart of the conflict. The IRA proved again at Brighton that they have no interest in uniting Ireland. They are devoted to a tyranny of terror, for its own sake and with the mad hope of imposing it throughout an island largely populated by peaceful people of extraordinary decency. It would be tragic if Mrs Thatcher were to play into the IRA's hands by letting the campaign of terror deflect the course of positive courageous negotiations.

11. The San Francisco Chronicle's editorial was headed that they have no interest in uniting Ireland. They are devoted to a tyranny of terror, for its own sake and with the mad hope of imposing it throughout an island largely populated by peaceful people of extraordinary decency. It would be tragic if Mrs Thatcher were to play into the IRA's hands by letting the campaign of terror deflect the course of positive courageous negotiations.

12. In Los Angeles, the Herald Examiner talked of thugs in the guise of cheery little leprechauns who perpetrate such slaughter in the name of politics. It doubted if an even greater death toll would have accomplished British withdrawal from Northern Ireland. It suggested that that will only be achieved through serious negotiation and compromises, but the IRA in common with other terrorists elsewhere want no part of civilised solutions - quote these wanton barbarians have a talent only for murder, which will never rescue the down trodden they presume to represent.

WRIGHT